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Abstract 
In spite of many researches in literature investigating dynamic of cell formation (CF) problem, further research needs to be 
elaborated to assay hidden aspects of cellular manufacturing system (CMS), due to inherent complexity and uncertainty on 
optimizing this problem. In this paper, sensitivity analysis of modified self-adaptive differential evolution (MSDE) algorithm is 
proposed for basic parameters of CF problem, considering to the graphical representation supported by statistical analysis. Hence, 
a dynamic integer model of CF problem is first presented as the NP-hard problem. Then, the two basic test CF problems are 
introduced thereby the performance of MSDE algorithm assessed by diverse problems sizes through 140 runs from aspects of the 
average runtime of algorithm and the best local optimum objective function. Finally, statistical analysis is implemented on 
behavior of objective function values in order to validate our computational results graphically as well as statistically, giving 
some insights related to importance of CF parameters on designing CMS. 
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1. Introduction 
Nowadays, according to fast technology improvement, shorter lifetime of products and speedy introduction of 
new products, managers are seeking to production styles that have higher efficiency and flexibility than traditional 
systems. Therefore, CMS has been introduced as a mixture of the work area of work-shop manufacturing and line-
production system. One of the difficult steps of cell manufacturing design is CF problem in which parts with similar 
manufacturing processes will be made in one cell. As a NP-hard problem [1,2], most of recent researches attended to 
solve CF problem through meta-heuristics [3, 4, 5]. In spite of many researches on applying evolutionary algorithms 
to solve CF problem, the literature on differential evolution (DE) is rather poor than other algorithms [6], which 
motivated us to propose the modified version of DE and apply it on CF problem, aiming to assess the validity of this 
algorithm on CMS. 
DE algorithm, initially proposed by Price and Storn [7], is a population-based algorithm that is applied for 
optimizing non-differentiable, non-convex, nonlinear and multi-objective functions [8-12]. It is a simple, powerful, 
parallel and direct search method with good convergence and fast implementation properties [7]. DE uses a simple 
mutation operator based on differences between pairs of solutions with aim of finding a search direction in current 
population. It also constitutes a rather efficient way to self-adapt the mutation operator, where the newly generated 
offspring competes against its corresponding parent and replaces it if the offspring has a higher fitness value. 
Moreover, DE rectifies the problem of premature convergence which previously observed in genetic algorithm 
(GA), where the population converges to some local optima of a multi-objective function [13]. It has been preferred 
to many other evolutionary techniques like GA and particle swarm optimization (PSO) due to its attractive 
characteristics such as its simple structure, convergence speed, versatility and robustness with only a few parameters 
required to be set by a user [14]. This paper proposes MSDE algorithm as the modified version of DE, trying to 
tackle the limits of the original version. Several researches in literature attempted to modify the original DE 
algorithm. For instance, Tasgetiren et al. [15] solved the generalized traveling salesman problem (TSP) using 
discrete DE. Das et al. [16] used a modified version of DE in pattern recognition of adaptive clustering. Ali and 
Torn [17] introduced a modified version of DE algorithm to improve efficiency and robustness. The modified DE 
algorithm proposed by Babu and Jehan [18] utilizes only one set of population against the two sets of original DE 
algorithm. Brest et al. [19] introduced self-adapting control parameter settings of DE algorithm.  
Since the performance of meta-heuristics on multi-objective functions are affected by complexity of problems, 
due to the nature of these algorithms, the main contribution of this paper would be analysing validity of a modified 
version of DE for parameters of CF model by means of the two test problems to prove the convergence power of 
aforementioned algorithm. Since real-life cases mostly deal with large-scale problems with numerous variables, we 
aim to assess the performance of MSDE algorithm by varying the basic parameters of CF problem. Our focus is on 
behaviour of algorithm, especially in large-scale problems which will be complemented through statistical analysis. 
To our knowledge, this is the first research with focus on sensitivity of DE algorithm for dynamic multi-objective 
CF model so that the result can be used on construction of multi-objective CF models. The paper is organized as 
follows: The multi-objective integer CF model is described in section 2. Section 3 includes the proposed MSDE 
algorithm for solving the CF problem. Section 4 indicates the computational results and statistical analysis and 
finally, the paper is concluded in section 5. 
2. Dynamic CF model 
2.1. Assumptions 
The following assumptions are considered in the proposed dynamic cell formation problem: 
x The operating times for all part type operations on different machine types are known. 
x The demand for each part type in different period is dynamic and deterministic. 
x Each machine type can perform several operations (machine flexibility). 
x Operating cost of each machine type per hour is known and constant in each period. 
x Machines are available at the start of each period (no installation time). 
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x Investment or purchase cost of each type of machine in each period is known. 
x Bounds and quantity of machines in each cell are constant. 
x Inter-cell relocation costs are constant for all moves regardless of the distance travelled. 
x Machine relocation from one cell to another is performed between periods with no time. 
x Parts are moved between two cells in batches and inter-cell cost per batch between cells is known and constant. 
x Batch size is constant for all productions in all periods. 
x Setup times are not considered. 
2.2. Indexing sets 
j : index for number of operations; j = 1,…,Op 
p : index for number of parts; p = 1,…,P 
m : index for machines’ types; m = 1,…,M 
c : index for number of cells; c = 1,. . .,C 
h : index for number of periods; h = 1,. . .,H 
2.3. Input parameters 
Cm : purchase cost of machine type m  
IC : inter-cell material handling cost per batch 
Dph : demand for product p in period h 
Bint : batch size for inter-cell material handling 
MCm : relocation cost of machine type m 
LB : lower bound of cell size 
UB : upper bound of cell size 
Tm : available time for each machine type m 
tjp : time required to perform operation j on product p 
2.4. Decision variables 
ܤ௝௣௖௛ ቄͳ ݂݅݌ܽݎݐݐݕ݌݁݌ݎ݁݉ܽ݅݊ݏ݅݊݈݈ܿ݁ܿ݂ܽݐ݁ݎ݋݌݁ݎܽݐ݅݋݊݆݅݊݌݁ݎ݅݋݀݄Ͳ ݋ݐ݄݁ݎݓ݅ݏ݁  
௝ܺ௣௖௛ ቄͳ ݂݅݋݌݁ݎܽݐ݅݋݊݆݋݂݌ܽݎݐݐݕ݌݁݌݅ݏ݀݋݊݁݅݊݈݈ܿ݁ܿ݅݊݌݁ݎ݅݋݀݄Ͳ ݋ݐ݄݁ݎݓ݅ݏ݁  
Nmch : number of machines of type m devoted in cell c during period h 
K+mch : number of machines of type m added in cell c during period h 
K-mch : number of machines of type m removed from cell c during period h 
2.5. Mathematical formulation 
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2.6. Sub-objective functions 
Machine annual cost includes investment and amortization cost per period and calculates based on number of 
machines of each type used for specific period. Increasing this cost can lead to high total cost of companies. 
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Inter-cell handling costs as cost of transferring parts between cells incurred when parts cannot be produced 
completely by one machine type or in a single cell. Inter-cell moves decrease the efficiency of manufacturing cells 
by complicating production control and increasing material handling requirements and flow time. 
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Machine relocation cost during different period. In dynamic production systems, the best CF design for one 
period may not be an efficient design for subsequent periods. By rearranging the manufacturing cells, CF can 
continue operating efficiently as the product composition and demand change. 
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2.7. Model constraints 
Primary constraints of model include size of cells and binary decision variables. Constraint (2) ensures that each 
part operation is assigned to one machine and one cell. Constraint (3) ensures that machines capacities have not 
exceeded and can satisfy the demand. Constraints (4) specify the lower and upper bounds of cells. Constraint (5) 
ensures that number of machines in current period is equal to aggregated number of machines in previous plus the 
number of machines being moved in and subtracted by number of machines being moved out. In other words, they 
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ensure conservation of machines over the corresponding period. In constraint (6), if at least one of the operations of 
part p is proceed in cell c in period h, then the value of Bjpch will be equal to one; otherwise it is equal to zero. 
3. MSDE algorithm for the dynamic CF problem 
Unlike other meta-heuristics, DE has a few control parameters, such as scale factor (Fi), crossover probability 
(CR) and population size (PS), which are fixed during the optimization process in original DE model. The robustness 
and effectiveness of DE algorithm directly depend on settings of control parameters, especially on mutation 
operation as its central procedure. MSDE in compare of DE algorithm rectifies the mutation rules, thus it selects 
randomly three chromosomes from solution area and uses surrounding of the best selected chromosome for any 
mutant chromosome. This algorithm also improves the scale factor of Fi by computing the mutation probability of 
MP from normal distribution. One of the important features of the proposed algorithm is that it refreshes itself in 
each generation for k=1,…,PS , by vacating of useless information which can accelerate the process of algorithm. In 
other words, we contrive a recycle bin in program for non-dominated solutions that automatically empties itself by 
going to the next generation (k=k+1), preventing to transfer extra information to the next generation in computing. 
3.1. Chromosome structure (Solution coding) 
Number of available machines in each cell in each period, [Nmch] matrix. The gene is limited to 0 up to UB and 
has three dimensions of m, c and h. 
Number of moved machines inside or outside of cell in each cell in each period, [Kmch] matrix. The gene is 
limited to LB up to UB and can take positive or negative integer values and has three dimensions of m, c, h. 
Distinguishing inter-cell transportation, [Bjpch] matrix. This gene is binary and has four dimensions of j, p, c and 
h, so as by remaining of part P after operation j in cell, get the number 1 and lead to the inter-cell transportation cost, 
otherwise get the number zero and has no cost. 
3.2. Fitness function 
Generally, fitness function provides an evaluation of each individual, allowing all individuals to be mapped into a 
totally ordered set. By considering the explained CF model, new solution is accepted when its objective function 
value is less than compared with its parents. 
3.3. MSDE optimization cycle 
Initialization creates an initial population of candidate solutions by assigning random values to each decision 
variable for each chromosome. In this step also the parameters of NC (number of chromosomes) for i=1,2,…,NC , PS 
and CR have adjusted and the scale factor of Fi initializes for the first population by normal distribution of 
N(0.5,0.15) which generates random numbers between (0,1]. 
Mutation: The mutation operator is in charge of introducing new parameters into population. Hence, it creates 
mutant vectors according to Eq. (10) by computing scale factor of Fi according to Eq. (11), where (Xr1, Xr2, Xr3) are 
three chromosomes which selected randomly from S={X1k, X2k,..., XNck}and Xrb is the best of them. Also, (Fr4, Fr5, 
Fr6) are factor scale vectors which selected randomly from current population and differ for any two chromosomes. 
   )(3)(2)( KrKrKirbKi XXFXV    (10) 
    654)(6)(5)(4 ,)05.0( rrrFFNFF KrKrKrKi zz  (11) 
Crossover creates trial vectors that maintain diversity in population, preventing from local minimum 
convergence. A trail vector (Ui,j) is a combination of a mutant vector and a parent vector that compared against the 
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crossover constant called CR for each gene of population chromosomes. If the value of random number is less or 
equal than CR, the parameter will select from mutant vector (Vi,j), otherwise from the parent vector (Xi,j) as given in 
Eq. (12). 
nj
otherwiseX
CRrandjifV
U
ji
ji
ji ,,2,1
)1,0(
,
,
,  °¯
°®
­ d  (12) 
Selection operator compares the fitness of trial vector {f(Ui,j)} corresponding to target vector {f(Xi,j)} and selects 
the vector with better objective function for k=1,…,PS according to Eq. (13). 
)()( ,, jiji XfUf    (13) 
3.4. Stopping criteria 
Considering to the literature of evolutionary algorithms, there are two types of stopping region, as number of 
generations and time interval. In this study, we specify the number of generations for stopping algorithm (k=PS). 
4. Computational results and analysis 
4.1. Problem description 
Following the goal of our study we aim to analyse the parameters of CF model based on their effect on basic 
model computed by MSDE. The reason on proposing meta-heuristic for CF problem is investigated extensively in 
literature, as mentioned before in section 1. In spite of good performance of classical optimization methods like 
branch and bound on finding optimal solutions for small-scale problems, solving NP-hard models using classical 
optimization methods needs long computational time and makes these methods useless. In this way, by using 
proposed meta-heuristic, two different dimensions test problems are used to take the efficiency of MSDE into 
account. For each, we vary the parameters up to 300 percentage for all CF input parameters and assay sensitivity of 
MSDE algorithm from aspects of average runtime of algorithm and the best objective function value (OFV) for each 
test problem. As the computational time of evolutionary algorithms is varied by different operation systems, due to 
the nature of these algorithms, we run each test problem for four times and consider the average runtime as well as 
the best OFV of the tests. Statistical analysis is meanwhile implemented exclusively for local optimum solutions 
(OFVs). All computations are done on a PC Pentium IV (3.00 GHz and 2.00 GB RAM) and the meta-heuristic is 
codified by visual C++. In order to enhance the validity of evaluation process, we procure the crossover constant 
(CR) for MSDE algorithm through several experiments. Therefore, we selected the two experimental test problem 
first, and then solved by different size of CR in order to get the best quantity for crossover constant. The two basic 
test problems have been suggested with input parameters as below: 
Model a; Small-scale test model with 12 operations, 8 parts, 6 machines, 4 cells in 2 periods 
Model b; Large-scale test model with 24 operations, 22 parts, 18 machines, 6 cells in 4 periods 
4.2. Computational results for small-scale problem (model a) 
In this section, dealing with sensitivity analysis of CF parameters and the relationship between them is 
considered. Hence, a problem with 12 operations, 8 parts, 6 machines, 4 cells in 2 periods considered and tested in a 
range of up to 300 percentage increase, subject to change one parameter meaningfully along with fix other 
parameters. Therefore, we have 140 runs with 35 outputs for each test problem, as the result is shown in Table 1. 
Graphical demonstrations for OFVs are done in the scale of (1/1000), due to increase of accuracy. For instance, the 
150% variation is applied to the number of periods in test problem model a, thereby became to a problem with 12 
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operations, 8 parts, 6 machines, 4 cells in 5 periods. MSDE algorithm found the local optimal OFV of 8950 (8.95 in 
Table 1) in average time of 69 seconds after four runs for this test problem which lead to 61% increase on runtime of 
algorithm. By integrating the result for each parameter, the comparison between components would be noticeable. 
Also, to provide a better understanding of behaviour for algorithm, the graphical representation is provided for both 
runtime and OFV of CF problem, as Fig. 1 a) and b) show. As expected theoretically, number of periods and cells 
has the most effect on CF structure. The reason can be increase of variables and the total cost of CF model by 
number of cycles, based on mathematical formulation. Logically, increasing the number of cells leads to the high 
level of inter-cellular costs as well as movement between cells to complete the product cycle (see section 3.6). After 
that, number of parts and operations are highlighted and finally, number of machines which has a little different 
trend from the others. The reason can be laid on the model assumption since we fix the number of machines in each 
period. This led to rather monotonic behaviour of machine especially in sense of OFVs, while the other parameters 
demonstrate similar trend by increasing the problem variables for OFV. As a result, an analogous behaviour of 
different parameters for OFV of the CF model can interpret the robustness of MSDE algorithm on finding near-
optimal solution even in large-scale problems. Besides, we understd that the role of each parameter is heavily 
depended on type of objective function of CF model as well as its constraints. 
Table 1. Computational results for sensitivity analysis of CF by model a 
Basic Test Problem:  j = 12 , p = 8 , m = 6 , c = 4 , h = 2 
Variation Domain 
Operations (j) Part (p) Machine (m) Cell (c) Period (h) 
Time OFV Time OFV Time OFV Time OFV Time OFV 
0% 27 3.42 27 3.42 27 3.42 27 3.42 27 3.42 
50% 38* 5.17 40 5.19 31 3.45 46 5.24 46 5.21 
100% 47 7.11 48 7.10 35 3.40 57 7.11 57 7.13 
150% 56 9.03 56 8.93 39 3.43 69 8.96 69 8.95 
200% 64 10.79 64 10.73 43 3.48 81 10.73 81 10.69 
250% 73 12.67 72 12.67 47 3.42 93 12.69 93 12.66** 
300% 80 14.47 80 14.55 51 3.45 105 14.47 105 14.55 
* The average runtime through MSDE algorithm for the problem as: j = 18, p = 8, m = 6, c = 4, h = 2. 
** The best objective function value through MSDE algorithm for the problem as: j = 12, p = 8, m = 6, c = 4, h = 5. 
 
 
 a) b) 
Fig. 1. a) Graphical demonstration for sensitivity analysis of model a by runtime; b) Graphical demonstration for sensitivity analysis of model a 
by OFV. 
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4.3. Computational results for large-scale problem (model b) 
As the number of variables and complexity of model heavily affect optimization methods, we made a similar 
analysis for a large-scale problem, as the result is indicated in Table 2 as well as Fig. a) and b). In spite of similar 
behaviour by MSDE on both aspects of runtime and OFV, higher level of runtime consumed to find a near-optimal 
solution is noticeable for all parameters. This homogeneous behaviour on two-size problems convincingly can 
interpret as convergence speed and validity of MSDE on optimizing of complex models. These observations from 
the result of MSDE can, as similar as small-scale problem, give us an integrated view on understanding importance 
of each factor. However, the results obtained on the two test problems are greatly depended on the objective 
function formulation (see section 3.5). So, based on the discussion above and on the analogous behaviour of MSDE 
algorithm, regardless of the size of problem, number of periods and cells should be accurately nominated in order to 
prevent extra costs of manufacturing system. This analysis also can validate the basis of CMS structures from 
another vision on assigning part families to machine families in different cells which should be done with the 
objective of minimizing total product cost with lowest number of cells. 
Table 2. Computational results of CF parameters variation for model B 
Basic Test Problem: j = 24 , p = 22 , m = 18 , c = 6 , h = 4 
Variation Domain 
Operations (j) Part (p) Machine (m) Cell (c) Period (h) 
Time OFV Time OFV Time OFV Time OFV Time OFV 
0% 382 62.07 382 62.07 382 62.07 382 62.07 382 62.07 
50% 602 93.53 595 93.51 428 62.06 651 93.53 655 93.56 
100% 744 124.88 763 125.34 465 62.06 821 124.87 815 124.87 
150% 878 156.54 884 156.54 502 62.11 995 156.53 977 156.56 
200% 1022 188.04 1028 188.05 540 62.07 1192 188.08 1145 188.03 
250% 1166 219.47 1172 219.44 577 62.15 1356 219.38 1320 219.39 
300% 1310 250.98 1315 251.01 614 62.08 1507 251.01 1496 251.05 
 
 
 a) b) 
Fig. 2. a) Graphical demonstration for sensitivity analysis of model b by runtime; b) Graphical demonstration for sensitivity analysis of model b 
by OFV. 
4.4. Statistical analysis 
In order to verify the previous findings, in this section, statistical analysis is discussed, with respect to correlation 
between parameters as distinct sets. Due to variability of runtime for meta-heuristics by different PCs, we consider 
only OFVs for statistical analysis of independent observations. Moreover, as number of machines assumed constant 
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in each period in CF model, the result indicates considerable distinction between machine and other parameters 
which forced us to eliminate this parameter from statistical analysis process. If we suppose output of MSDE 
algorithm as independent observations, we need to convert them in a same scale for comparative study. Derivative 
function seemed to us the best way which can apply into observations. Fig. 3.a indicates the result as well as 
graphical comparative demonstration, considering to the following phrases; 
i : Index of variation percentage (i = 1,2,...,7) 
j : Index of CF parameter (j = 1,...,4) 
௜ܺ : Amount of variation percentage 
௜ܻ௝  : Independent observation based on variation percentage of i for CF parameter of  j  
 
ܴ௜௝ : Derivative change rate of OFV, while ܴ௜௝ ൌ  ௒݆݅ି௒ሺ೔షభሻೕ௑೔ି௑ሺ೔షభሻ                                                                                   (14)  
It is clear that we can compute ܴ௜௝ for ݅ ൒ ʹሺ ௜ܺ ൌ ͷͲሻǤFor instance, for 50% variation of the number of operations 
in test model a, the following information is supposed; 
ଵܺ ൌ ͷͲǢܺ଴ ൌ ͲǢ ଵܻଵ ൌ ͷǤͳ͹Ǣ ଴ܻଵ ൌ ͵ǤͶʹ 
So the derivative change rate of OFV for 50% variation in number of operations would be the result of following 
equation.   
ܴଵଵ ൌ
ͷǤͳ͹ െ ͵ǤͶʹ
ͷͲ െ Ͳ ൌ ͲǤͲ͵ͷ 
The other components of the Fig. 3 a) and b) can compute in a similar way based on information of the Tables 1 
and 2 for OFVs. By converting MSDE outputs into the same scale, it is promising comparison of parameters 
behaviour by increasing the size of original test problem. In spite of the similar behaviour of all parameters based on 
OFV demonstration (see Fig. 1.b and Fig. 2.b), statistical analysis reveals that number of periods and cells are 
eligible enough to consider more on designing CMS due to high level of effect on total cost of CF problem. 
Moreover, number of parts which are allocated to different cells can play a key role on reducing handling costs 
either for inter- or between cells, while the number of operations has more uniform trend by the size of problems. As 
the result, applying MSDE to CF problem heavily verified previous researches on CF theories; however, it seems 
cogent dependency of our analysis on type of objective functions, especially on model assumptions. 
 
    
 a) b) 
Fig. 3. a) Derivative change rate of OFV for test model a; b) Derivative change rate of OFV for test model b. 
5. Conclusions 
In this paper, the dynamic multi-objective CF problem has been considered from a new aspect. Albeit, designing 
and optimizing of CF problems investigated broadly in literature, sensitivity analysis of CF parameters has been 
never studied before. This study can help researches on better understanding of inter-relations between dynamic CF 
parameters, giving some insights on designing CMSs. So first, the performance of meta-heuristic assessed by 
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exemplifying two test models as small- and large-scale problems and then, the results validated through statistical 
analysis. Analysis of result revealed that the type of objective function can affect indirectly our observations as well 
as model constraints; however, our findings verified basic rules of designing CMS that is because of the power of 
MSDE algorithm. Regarding to our analysis, attempts should be made to allocate a certain number of periods and 
cells on designing CMS which is sequentially depended on elaborating the number of part*machine allocation to 
each cell. However, applying the proposed meta-heuristic on CF problem based on machine relocation or including 
setup time can be beneficial and suggested for further research. 
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